**15:20 AYR, 3m 3f 110y**

**BetVictor.com Handicap Chase (Class 4) (5YO plus)**

**No** | **Silk** | **Form** | **Horse Details** | **Age/Wt** | **Jockey/Trainer** | **OB**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | P-75P35 | MISTER MARKER (IRE) 43 C | ch g Beneficial - Bavards Girl | 11 11 - 12 | B P Harding N G Richards | 120

**Jockey Colours:** Orange, royal blue hoops and armlets

**Timeform says:** Plunging down the weights, but gradually lost the plot since last win at Kelso (23f) a year ago, folding tamely after going in snatches at that venue last month. (Forecast 13.00)

2 | 352123 | CHAVOY (FR) 17 C | br g Saint Des Saints - Dictania | 10 11 - 10p | Tony Kelly (3) Rebecca Menzies | 118

**Jockey Colours:** Dark blue, beige stripe and armlets, hooped cap

**Timeform says:** Back on song when breaking chasing duck at Newcastle (3m) in January. Just as good when placed both outings since, so no surprise if he was on the premises once more. (Forecast 4.50)

3 | 1-1FP52 | EVERAARD (USA) 14 | ch g Lion Heart - Via Gras | 9 11 - 9tp | Henry Brooke Micky Hammond | 117

**Jockey Colours:** Emerald green, white striped sleeves, quartered cap

**Timeform says:** Decent strike rate over hurdles/fences. Back to form third try for this yard when keeping-on second at Catterick (3m) earlier in the month. Fair claims if running to a similar level here. (Forecast 5.50)

4 | 6-3333 | WHATS UP WOODY (IRE) 11 | b g Beneficial - Lady Noellel | 10 11 - 4t | Jonathon Bewley (5) G T Bewley | 112

**Jockey Colours:** Yellow, black triple diamond, black and yellow diabolo on sleeves, black cap, yellow diamond

**Timeform says:** Gone close to snapping long-losing sequence in recent months, possibly doing too much too soon when third at Kelso (23f) this month. Obvious player if carrying on in same vein. (Forecast 3.75)

5 | 494256 | WALTZ LEGEND (IRE) 12 | b m Flying Legend - Vienna Waltz | 9 11 - 2t | C D Maxwell (3) L Lennon | 110

**Jockey Colours:** Black, gold sash, gold cap

**Timeform says:** Not disgraced returned to a handicap when mid-field at Down Royal (3m) this month, but more required to lift this. (Forecast 21.00)

6 | 61-4PP2 | BERTIE MILAN (IRE) 53 | b g Milan - Miss Bertaine | 10 10 - 10v | Lucy Alexander N W Alexander | 104

**Jockey Colours:** Light blue and black (quartered), yellow sleeves, black cap

**Timeform says:** Bit more like old self after a trio of blips when runner-up at Musselburgh (3m) in January. Claims if repeating that, but others more reliable. (Forecast 9.00)

7 | 3-52161 | SNUKER 43 D | b g Snurge - Briar Rose | 8 10 - 7p | Non Runner J P L Ewart | 101

**Jockey Colours:** Dark blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, red cap

**Timeform says:** Multiple chase winner who gamely exploited a lower hurdles mark at Kelso (27f) in January. Arrives here in good heart, but needs to scale greater heights to follow-up now back chasing. NON-RUNNER. (Forecast 1.00)

8 | 8V219P | GIBBSTOWN (IRE) 17 C | b m Bob Back - Kitty Maher | 9 10 - 6p | D R Fox (3) P Stafford | 100
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